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Bluestem  partner  Marilyn  Vernon  made  art  with
fabrics  and  paper
Exhibit tribute will run until August 19
By  CONNOR  RELYEA

August  01,  2013

Marilyn Vernon had something growing in her garden from the first bloom of spring until the flowers
withered in winter. As an artist, her appreciation of the natural world reflects in all her work.

Vernon was one of five original partners who opened Bluestem Missouri Crafts. The store opened in the
summer of 1983 after the partners decided to move on from selling their work at Smithton Sales Company.
Sandy Litecky, the only original partner still working, remembers opening Bluestem in the 99-degree
summer. “Marilyn was a big inspiration for starting (Bluestem),” Litecky says. “She came up with the
artwork for our original logo. We all hung drywall, and Marilyn was right there.”

After several years in retirement, Vernon died suddenly in February. As a way to honor her work, the
partners of Bluestem and Vernon’s family decided to open “Marilyn, A Retrospective,” an exhibit at
Bluestem that will run until Aug. 19. Mary Benjamin, one of the original partners, helped choose the pieces
for display. “(The exhibit) represents Marilyn’s life, everything that went into her,” Benjamin says. “Her
whole life is displayed here.”

Vernon’s specialty was in the fiber areas, such as fabric and paper. She was especially fond of the batik
technique — using a wax resist to dye fabrics multiple times. In Four Fish, one of Vernon’s signature batik
works, for example, she would coat several areas of a fabric fish with wax, and then dye the portion of the
fabric not covered by the wax. This wax-dye-wax process was repeated as she added more colors, designs
and patterns until eventually the fish was stuffed and sewn onto a vest or jacket. With every coat of dye,
Vernon worked to bring the fish to life with a vibrant hue and careful detail.

As the years went on, Vernon began working with paper. She cut and designed hanging flower mobiles,
greeting cards with depictions of flowers and birds and framed collages of realistic scenes, such as the
setting of an afternoon tea party. “She could see anything and cut it,” says Laura Bullion, a Bluestem
partner. “And she didn’t draw it out; she took her scissors and started cutting.”

Outside of Bluestem, Vernon and her husband of 55 years, Tom Vernon, enjoyed watching and
experiencing the natural world. Marilyn was always up for an adventure with Tom, going on canoeing trips
to Minnesota, traveling to New York or hiking several hundred miles of the Santiago trail in northern Spain.
Marilyn never refused to go on a trip because of her work. “I enjoyed our canoe trips more than anything,”
Tom says. “Those evenings by the fire and paddling — I got a big kick out of those.”

Together, the two Vernons cultivated the garden that would serve as a scene of inspiration for Marilyn’s
work. Pressed flowers from the garden became front pieces of greeting cards, and her hands would work
incredible detail into vests and jackets. They transformed ordinary fabric into a place for small birds to rest
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or a pond that could bring her batik fish to life.

“She had a teacher, and as Marilyn was making something, she looked at Marilyn’s hands and said, ‘You
have magic fingers,’” Benjamin says. “And that stayed with her all her life.”


